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Curve fitting Procedure use in Igor 6.12a software:
The following function was used to perform the curve fitting by using the cursor tools available with any graph generated in Igor. Two cursors were placed bracketing the desired portion of the wave. With the following function appearing in the Procedure window, the curve fitting option was selected from the Analysis drop down menu. A curve fitting window will appear. Under the Functions drop down menu the function "Oldham1" was selected and under the coefficients tab initial estimates for each coefficient were entered. Please note that under the Data Options tab the cursors option must be selected; curve fitting was then ready to perform. 
Simulation Code
The following is the Model Report as generated internally by COMSOL software for the microhole simulation. 
COMSOL Model Report

1.
Geom1
Space dimensions: Axial symmetry (2D) Independent variables: r, phi, z
Scalar Expressions
Name Expression Description theta exp(-1*fara*E0) st exp(fara*E_swp)
E_swp Ei+2*((Ef-Ei)/pi)*asin(sin((pi*nu*t)/(2*(Ef-Ei)))) nernst1 exp(n1*fara*(E_swp-E0)) nernst2 exp(n2*fara*(E_swp-E02)) nernst3 exp(n3*fara*(E_swp-E03)) kf1 k01*exp(-1*alpha*(n1*fara*(E_swp-E0))) kb1 k01*exp((1-alpha)*(n1*fara*(E_swp-E0))) kf2 k02*exp(-1*alpha*(n2*fara*(E_swp-E02))) kb2 k02*exp((1-alpha)*(n2*fara*(E_swp-E02))) kf3 k03*exp(-1*alpha*(n3*fara*(E_swp-E03))) kb3 k03*exp((1-alpha)*(n3*fara*(E_swp-E03))) 
Variables
Dependent variables: c1
Shape functions: shlag(2,'lm1'), shlag(2,'c1') Interior boundaries not active 
Boundary Settings
